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Bartoli a dream Cenerentola in Amsterdam
With her irresistible cocktail of spontaneity and
virtuosity, Cecilia Bartoli is a beloved favourite of
Amsterdam audiences. In triple celebratory mode,
the Italian mezzo-soprano chose Rossini’s La
Cenerentola, whose bicentenary is this year, to
mark twenty years of performing at the
Concertgebouw, and her twenty-fifth performance
at its Main Hall.
Winterreise : a parallel journey
Matthew Rose and Gary Matthewman Winterreise: a
Parallel Journey at the Wigmore Hall, a recital with
extras. Schubert's winter journey reflects the
poetry of Wilhelm Müller, where images act as
signposts mapping the protagonist's psychological
journey.
Anna Bolena in Lisbon
Donizetti’s Anna Bolena, composed in 1830, didn’t
make it to Lisbon until 1843 when there were 14
performances at its magnificent Teatro São Carlos
(opened 1793), and there were 17 more
performances spread over the next two decades.
The entire twentieth century saw but three (3)
performances in this European capital.
Oh, What a Night in San Jose
It is difficult to know where to begin to praise the
stunning achievement of Opera San Jose’s West
Coast premiere of Silent Night.
Billy Budd in Madrid
Like Carmen, Billy Budd is an operatic personage of
such breadth and depth that he becomes unique to
everyone. This signals that there is no Billy Budd (or
Carmen) who will satisfy everyone. And like
Carmen, Billy Budd may be indestructible because
the opera will always mean something to someone.
A riveting Nixon in China at the Concertgebouw
American composer John Adams turns 70 this year.
By way of celebration no less than seven concerts in
this season’s NTR ZaterdagMatinee series feature
works by Adams, including this concert version of
his first opera, Nixon in China.
English song: shadows and reflections
Despite the freshness, passion and directness, and
occasional wry quirkiness, of many of the works
which formed this lunchtime recital at the Wigmore
Hall - given by mezzo-soprano Kathryn Rudge,
pianist James Baillieu and viola player Guy Pomeroy
- a shadow lingered over the quiet nostalgia and
pastoral eloquence of the quintessentially ‘English’
works performed.
A charming Pirates of Penzance revival at ENO
'Nobody does Gilbert and Sullivan anymore.’ This
was the comment from many of my friends when I
mentioned the revival of Mike Leigh's 2015
production of The Pirates of Penzance at English
National Opera (ENO). Whilst not completely true
(English Touring Opera is doing Patience next
month), this reflects the way performances of G&S
have rather dropped out of the mainstream. That
Leigh's production takes the opera on its own terms
and does not try to send it up, made it doubly
welcome.
A Relevant Madama Butterfly
On Feb 3, 2017, Arizona Opera presented Giacomo
Puccini’s dramatic opera Madama Butterfly. Sandra
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Oh, What a Night in San Jose
It is difficult to know where to begin to praise the
stunning achievement of Opera San Jose’s West Coast
premiere of Silent Night.
Happily, there is more than enough glory to go
around. Certainly, substantial credit must go to
director Michael Shell for having mastered all of
the inherent staging challenges as he unlocked
the profound riches of the piece that composer
Kevin Puts and librettist Mark Campbell have
crafted. Mr. Shell was well partnered in his
pursuit by a design team operating at the top of
its game.

Oh, What a Night in San Jose
A review by James Sohre
Above: Brian James Myer as
Ponchel and Ricardo Rivera as
Lt. Audebert
Photos by Pat Kirk

Printer Version

Silent Night is based on the film Joyeux Noël,
Send to a Friend
which captures a historical, spontaneous 1914
Christmas truce between partisan soldiers
during World War One. Mr. Campbell’s affecting
libretto follows personal journeys in three
national camps, and is sung in English, German, and French, with some
Italian and Latin (as the combatants pray together). Mr. Puts’ thrillingly
eclectic score is at once character/culture-specific and embracingly
universal. While much of the story takes place simultaneously in three
battlefield trenches, there are important scenes in various localities that
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Lopez was the naive fifteen-year-old who falls
hopelessly in love with the American Naval Officer.
Johan Reuter sings Brahms with Wiener
Philharmoniker
In the last of my three day adventure, I headed to
Vienna for the Wiener Philharmoniker at the
Musikverein (my first time!) for Mahler and Brahms.
Gatti and the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
Head to Asia
In Amsterdam legend Janine Jansen and the
seventh Principal Conductor of the Royal
Concertgebouw, Daniele Gatti, came together for
their first engagement in a ravishing performance
of Berg’s Violin Concerto.

individualize the plight of the participants.
Set and projection designer Steven Kemp has wisely chosen to suggest
locations, rather than attempting realism. Mr. Kemp’s most beautifully
realized effect was to create three large wagons to serve as the bunkers for
the Scots, Germans and French. These long but narrow platforms had a
skeletal wooden enclosure “box” that was just tall enough to suggest a
trench dug in the ground. The succinct look suggested at once a prison and
an exposed asylum of emotionally conflicted warriors. This important major
playing space was augmented by simple additions, a few period chairs here,
a chandelier there, that simply conveyed the necessary place.

Verdi’s Requiem with the Berliner Philharmoniker
I extravagantly scheduled hearing the Berliner,
Concertgebouw Orchestra, and Wiener
Philharmoniker, to hear these three top orchestra
perform their series programmes opening the New
Year.
Jeanne d'Arc au bûcher in Lyon
There is no bigger or more prestigious name in
avant-garde French theater than Romeo Castellucci
(b. 1960), the Italian metteur en scène of this
revival of Arthur Honegger’s mystère lyrique, Joan
of Arc at the Stake (1938) at the Opéra Nouvel in
Lyon.
A New Look at Mozart’s Abduction from the
Seraglio
On January 28, 2017, Los Angeles Opera premiered
James Robinson’s nineteen twenties production of
Mozart’s The Abduction from the Seraglio, which
places the story on the Orient Express. Since
Abduction is a work with spoken dialogue like The
Magic Flute, the cast sang their music in German
and spoke their lines in English.
Giasone in Geneva
Fecund Jason, father of his wife Isifile’s twins and
as well father of his seductress Medea’s twins, does
indeed have a problem — he prefers to sleep with
and wed Medea. In this resurrection of the most
famous opera of the seventeenth century he
evidently also sleeps with Hercules.
Falstaff in Genoa
A Falstaff that raised-the-bar ever higher, this was
a posthumous resurrection of Luca Ronconi’s
masterful staging of Verdi’s last opera, the third
from last of the 83 operas Ronconi staged during his
lifetime (1933-2015). And his third staging of
Falstaff following Salzburg in 1993 and Florence in
2006.
Traviata in Seattle
One of Aidan Lang’s first initiatives as artistic
director of Seattle Opera was to encourage his
board to formulate a “mission statement” for the
fifty-year old company. The document produced
was clear, simple, and anodyne. Seattle Opera
would aim above all to create work appealing both
to the emotions and reason of the audience.
Wagner at the Deutsche Oper Berlin Part II:
Kasper Holten’s angelic Lohengrin
Contrary to Stolzi’s multidimensional Parsifal,
Holten’s simple setting of Lohengrin felt timeless
with its focus on the drama between characters.
Premiering in 2012, nothing too flashy and with a
clever twist,
Wagner at the Deutsche Oper Berlin Part I:
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Colin Ramsey as Father Palmer and Mason Gates as Jonathan Dale
Pamela Z. Gray’s moody, varied lighting design contributed very effectively
to transition us seamlessly from spot to spot, and to point up every nuanced
situation. The opening sequence is but one example: As an opening operatic
duet is sung in a “theatre,” the singing is interrupted by an announcement
(sound design, Tom Johnson) to say that war has been declared. As the
curtain rises, upstage wagons of low, rolling fields with denuded trees
advance from upstage to the apron, as lighting transitions from warm stage
illumination to the bleak, moonlit reality of a battlefield. These talented
designers thereby successfully set the tone and the story-telling style for the
whole evening. The diverse costumes from designer Melisssa Nicole Torchia
brought welcome color and necessary visual coherence.
Given these creative choices, director Shell managed the large cast against
this sprawling canvas with commendable focus and economy of gesture. The
entire concept was choreographed with great specificity. The bunker wagons
were on casters, able to be re-positioned for visual interest, and even used
menacingly in a “circling the wagons” moment. The glory of this piece lies in
following the individual narratives and Michael never lost sight of these
human stories. He proved to have an uncanny knack for creating naturally
evolving stage pictures, and a refined skill for directing our attention to just
the right character. Together with a superb ensemble of singers, he
fashioned an inevitable ebb and flow of memorable dramatic revelations.
Librettist Campbell stated that the central message is that “war is not
sustainable when you come to know your enemy as a person.” The cast
assembled for Silent Night have proven to be gifted ambassadors in that
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Stölzl’s Psychedelic Parsifal
Deutsche Oper Berlin (DOB) consistently serves up
superlatively sung Wagner productions. This Fall, its
productions of Philipp Stölzl's Parsifal and Kasper
Holten's Lohengrin offered intoxicating musical
affairs. Annette Dasch, Klaus Florian Vogt, and
Peter Seiffert reached for the stars. Even when it
comes down to last minute replacements, the
casting is topnotch.
Donna abbandonata: Temple Song Series
Donna abbandonata would have been a good title
for the first concert of Temple Music’s 2017 Song
Series. Indeed, mezzo-soprano Christine Rice seems
to be making a habit of playing abandoned women.
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pursuit. Anchoring the show, and first among equals, Kirk Dougherty ably
embodied the conflicted stage tenor, conscripted against his conscience, who
is offered, then rejects command privilege. Singing with his usual burnished
security and acted with honesty, Mr. Dougherty adds another memorable
role to his growing resume. As his love interest, and essentially the only
female role, Julie Adams was the radiant diva Anna Sorensen. Her rich,
creamy, agile soprano was of the highest quality, the kind that prompts
excited “who-is-she?” intermission chatter (and beyond). Ms. Adams is
entrusted to deliver a beautifully judged battlefield prayer, and boy, deliver
it she did with heart-stopping effect. You read it here: We will be hearing
much more from her.
Kirk Dougherty as Nikolaus
Sprink and Julie Adams as
Anna Sorensen
As the French Lieutenant
Audebert, Ricardo Rivera
found just the right scope
for his particular odyssey.
Having had to abandon his
pregnant wife Madeleine (a
cameo warmly sung by
Ksenia Popova), he struggles
to make sense of his role in
the conflict. This is not only
because of his own moral
compass, but also owing to
the overbearing exhortations
of his General
(authoritatively performed
by Nathan Stark), who
surprisingly also turns out to
be his father. Mr. Rivera
began the evening quite
lyrically, with his sensitive,
well-modulated intentions occasionally becoming a mite diffuse. But as the
tensions heightened, Ricardo turned up the heat and produced ringing,
mellifluous vocalizing.
While the opera has been crafted to avoid weighting the focus too much to
one character or another, Ponchel is the work’s pièce de résistance. Is there
a sunnier, more appealing character in the entire operatic canon? This
simplistic Frenchman lives to spread joy and longs for nothing more than
daily coffee with his beloved mother. Ponchel proves to be a perfect vehicle
for the considerable talents of Brian James Myer. Handsome, charming,
stage savvy, and with a polished baritone to boot, Mr. Myer threatens to
steal every scene he is in. Ponchel’s “big moment” is one of the most
touching in all lyric theatre, and Brian mined every ounce of detail and
pathos from it.
Conversely, Mason Gates is charged with engaging us in the plight of the
evening’s most embittered character, Scotsman Jonathan Dale. Having seen
his brother killed in front of his eyes, he relies on equal parts denial and
thirst for vengeance to fuel his actions. The creators use him as somewhat a
symbol of a “justified,” blind hatred that fuel and sustain many tragic
conflicts. Mr. Gates is a focused, involved actor, possessed of a secure,
intense tenor that he is able to weight with a single-minded pain and
purpose. He makes us understand the character’s anguish, all the while he
disturbs us with his potent hatred. Matthew Hanscom’s imposing baritone
brought kind-hearted authority to Lieutenant Gordon, and bass Colin
Ramsey’s wondrously sung Father Palmer showed once again that this
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accomplished Resident Artist is one the company’s major assets. Kirk
Eichelberger made a fine impression as the German Officer, his sonorous
bass sporting as much secure swagger as his character’s demeanor.
Tenor Christopher Bengochea was smugly efficient as a hectoring
Kronprinz, with Vital Rozynko making the most of his stage time deploying
his characterful baritone in service of the irritating British Major. Kyle
Albertson was a solid Lieutenant Horstmayer, and Branch Fields offered
some attractive singing as Jonathan Dale’s felled brother William.
There is no amount of direction, design, scripting, hype, or earnest
performances that can make a case for an operatic work that doesn’t “sing”
with a beating heart. And here is where Silent Night soars. Composer Kevin
Puts has taken Mark Campbell’s inspired words and found voice for an
impressive array of styles and musical idioms. Classical opera is
paraphrased, there are nods to neo-romanticism and atonality, Berg and
Strauss are suggested, and there are uses of quasi-folk songs. But in his
restless, ever-morphing sound palette, Mr. Puts has emphatically fused his
artistic views of these diverse influences into his own unique statement of
dramatically urgent, gratefully constructed vocal lines that are integrated
into a virtuosic musical fabric.
The musical writing encompasses everything from solo bagpipe to chamber
music to full symphonic outpourings. Mr. Puts has a real champion in
conductor Joseph Marcheso, who elicited mesmerizing musical results from
the pit and the stage. Additional kudos must go to Andrew Whitfield’s wellprepared chorus. The scoring demands impeccable solo and ensemble work
alike from the large orchestra and they did not disappoint. Maestro
Marcheso lovingly built an inevitably unfolding arc in a performance of
constantly evolving and enriching musical delights.
Silent Night just may prove to be the first enduring operatic masterpiece of
the century. Time and history will prove me right or wrong. But I can
promise you this: there is no better case to be made for Silent Night than
the production currently on view at the California Theatre.
James Sohre
Cast and production information:
Anna Sorensen: Julie Adams; Nikolaus Sprink: Kirk Dougherty; German Officer: Kirk
Eichelberger; Jonathan Dale: Mason Gates; Father Palmer: Colin Ramsey; William Dale:
Branch Fields; Madeleine Audebert: Ksenia Popova; Lt. Audebert: Ricardo Rivera; Ponchel:
Brian James Myer; Lt. Gordon: Matthew Hanscom; Lt. Horstmayer: Kyle Albertson; French
General: Nathan Stark: Kronpriz: Christopher Bengochea; British Major: Vital Rozynko;
Conductor: Joseph Marcheso; Director: Michael Shell; Fight Director: Kit Wilder; Set and
Projection Design: Steven Kemp; Costume Design: Melisssa Nicole Torchia; Lighting Design:
Pamela Z. Gray; Sound Design: Tom Johnson; Make-up and Wig Design: Christina Martin;
Chorus Master: Andrew Whitfield
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